IMPORTANT & WORTH SHARING ONCE AGAIN...
ATTENTION FALL 2020 INSTRUCTORS & RECITATION LEADERS
— If you’ll be teaching from main campus classrooms this fall (e.g., in-person-plus-remote), plan to attend this Zoom session hosted for SCS by the Eberly Center and Computing Services to preview and demonstrate various teaching scenarios using standardized classroom A/V.
Monday, August 17, 2 - 3 p.m., https://cmu.zoom.us/j/4122681112
— Also related to hybrid teaching in Pittsburgh classrooms, be sure to check out the Teaching Online and Hybrid Classrooms (still under construction) web pages.
— Visit a new Eberly Center web page to find suggested updates to your syllabus for Fall 2020, including sections on expectations for coming to class that address the requirements of facial coverings in classrooms, transferring to fully remote instruction during the semester, and using Zoom in class (including use of video).

NEWS OF THE DAY
— Improving robot perception uses vision AND hearing.

NEXT WEEK
— Thursday, August 20, 7:30 p.m., How to be Antiracist in Your Design Process, a one-hour roundtable hosted by Humble Ventures.

SOME FRIDAY FUN
— Episode 11 of SCS@home introduces us to more pets from around SCS (including my two dogs).

Until Monday,
---- Martial

All of us share A Tartan’s Responsibility and as members of the CMU community we must do our part to prevent the spread of COVID-19. If you plan to come to campus, you must complete the CMU Self-Assessment survey. Even if you’re not coming to campus, CMU Community Health & Well-Being strongly encourages daily completion.

REMEMBER YOUR RESOURCES
CMU Coronavirus Updates & Information and FAQ | CMU Health Services, 412-268-2157
SCS Alerts & Resources | For Students | For Staff | For Faculty | For Researchers
Connect with a Dean’s Advisory Committee if you have questions or concerns you want to share.